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Campaign Overview 
The Portland Auto Show mobile campaign saw a steady engagement rate over 20%, 
which is well above average for mobile advertisers. With no ticket giveaway running, 
these performance metrics are very encouraging. With a short campaign window, the ads 
were run on several station feeds. This led to more than 23,000 impressions in two 
weeks, and over 40 clicks to the Portland Auto Show website.  

Insights 
• Including the price point for event tickets can 

encourage users to tap through and convert to a sale 
• Ensuring that the URL users tap on is mobile friendly 

creates a positive user experience 
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Insights 
• Sponsored music is a great way to spread brand 

awareness 
• Keeping videos short and to the point helps users stick 

around from start to finish 

Campaign Overview 
Northwest Chevy is currently running a campaign across the entire Entercom station 
cluster. The campaign includes sponsored music, surveys, branded videos and websites 
with relevant stories/tips. Twelve weeks into the campaign and the open and 
engagement rates have remained steady.  Additionally, they have received more than 
3,500 video views.  
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Campaign Overview 
Rock Chevrolet ran a six week campaign to generate brand awareness, gain consumer 
insights and drive traffic to their website. Users were incentivized to take the advertiser’s 
poll for a chance to win free oil changes for a year. More than 200 unique users took the 
poll and agreed to share their email address with the advertiser, which allowed the 
advertiser to re-market to those users based on their poll response. The tap to website 
execution drove nearly 100 people to view Rock Chevrolet’s inventory. 

Insights 
• A long-lasting campaign has the ability to rack up a very 

impactful amount of impressions and engagements 
increasing brand awareness and recognition 

• Providing users with an incentive to answer a poll will 
increase the likelihood that they enter 
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Case Study: Automotive 
Campaign Overview 
A luxury car dealership ran a 13-week long campaign across seven stations. The 
campaign utilized two ad types – polling and a video/website redirect. The advertiser 
incentivized users to take the poll by giving away a free car detail. Throughout the life of 
the campaign, the advertiser asked three different poll questions. With over 850 
responses, the client received incredible insight into consumers’ needs and wants when it 
comes to the car buying process. 

Insights 
• Incentivize polls to gain more engagement from users 
• Polls are a great way to learn about consumer 

preferences and answers can be used to influence future 
marketing initiatives 

• Utilizing videos on the ad details screen is a great way to 
get a more detailed marketing message across to users 



Case Study: Automotive 
Campaign Overview 
A motorhome and RV dealership ran a three month long campaign utilizing three different 
interactive ad types: poll, email lead generation/contest and website redirect. The 
advertiser incentivized the poll giving away $100 worth of camping gear or $100 to 
Buffalo Wild Wings. The two polls garnered nearly 4,000 responses, providing the 
advertiser with a ton of data that they didn’t have access to before. The advertiser was so 
pleased with the results, they renewed the interactive radio campaign on the station. 

Insights 
• Utilizing a nationally recognized brand to sell a local 

business or service helps to spike interest from users 
• Running a variety of executions with different creative 

assets as well as a variety of incentives and calls-to-action 
will keep users engaged with a long running ad campaign 



Case Study: Automotive 
Campaign Overview 
This summer, a local auto retailer ran an interactive spot campaign on three Portland 
stations. The clients goal was to collect qualified leads for remarketing purposes. Three 
ads were generated to run over a four week period. The campaign secured qualified 
leads and highlighted the clients robust inventory selection.  

Insights 
• Auto dealers can now gain direct leads right off the radio 
• Combining contest and informative ads can generate solid 

engagement from users 
• Those in the market for a car can access inventory to help 

drive the listener to the dealership when they hear the ad 



Case Study: Automotive 
Campaign Overview: 
Clip Interactive launched a poll campaign asking users which car brand they would most 
likely purchase. Voters were automatically entered for a chance to win $1,000. This 
promotion generated 1,183 votes over a four-week period. 

Insights 
• Radio advertisers can gather valuable data using our 

unique polling technology 
• Car dealerships can now easily gain consumer insights 

and preferences as well as personal information 
• App users want to engage in poll promotions 



Case Study: Automotive 
Campaign Overview: 
Power Auto Group launched a lead-gen poll, incentivizing users to participate by offering 
a new car. The car would only be given away if the Oregon Ducks ran back a touchdown 
during the opening kick-off or second half kick-off. The campaign ran across two stations 
for 1 and ½ months as a digital daypart and during radio spot promotions. Power Auto 
Group received 210 unique email leads as well as valuable consumer insights from the 
poll. 

Insights 
• Car dealerships can now easily gain consumer insights 

and preferences as well as personal information using our 
unique lead-gen poll technology 

• App users are highly willing to engage in a poll promotion 
when there is a contest involved 

• Users were exposed to the Power Auto Group brand an 
average of 19 times during the length of the campaign 



Case Study: Automotive 
Campaign Overview 
A local car dealership ran a two-week campaign on one of Portland's top country stations. 
The promotion featured a VIP giveaway to The Stars & Guitars concert event. Users 
were asked to provide their email address to the dealership as entry to the contest. The 
emails collected were then used for remarketing purposes.  

Insights 
• Linking your brand to a popular local event and targeting a 

relevant audience can garner high interest and 
engagement from users 

• Minimizing the run time of a campaign creates a sense of 
urgency to enter and prevents users from having “ad-
fatigue” 
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